
You will immediately see and feel the difference from the RECARO Style XL seat.  This aftermarket seat by RECARO has

inspired many of the designs you see in new import and  sport luxury vehicles.  But only a RECARO seat combines style with 

world-renowned ergonomic technology, comfort and aggressive driving support performance.   No other seats rival the quality

handmade craftsmanship of real RECARO seats.   You and your vehicle deserve the Style XL seat.  It is everything a car seat 

should be and more...

RECARO STYLE XL AND STYLE XL TOPLINE
See and feel the difference

                  Find us on: 

www.recaro-automotive.com 



RECARO Style XL
RECARO Ergonomics:

Each RECARO seat is designed to support the natural S curve of the

spine.  The human body isn’t designed for long periods of sitting. 

RECARO seats are designed to align the spine in its most natural and

healthy position. 

Airmatic Lumbar System:

Two independently power adjustable air chambers make up the

Airmatic Lumbar System.  Adjust the lumbar to meet your comfort

needs. 

 

Adjustable Back Bolsters:

Driving in a RECARO seat is not all about correct sitting.  It is about

performance too.  The independently adjustable back bolsters adjust to

your body.  Control the width of the bolsters to perfectly cradle your body.     

Adjustable Backrest:

Easy manual dial mechanism moves the backrest into the correct and

comfortable driving position.  

Adjustable Headrest:

The headrest of the seat can be adjusted up, down as well as tilting

forward to comfortably support your head and neck.

 

Bearing Mounted Seat Cushion: 

Unique to any other aftermarket seats available in North America the

Style’s integrated shock absorbing system provides the ultimate in

comfort.    

 

Thigh Extension:

Thigh extension manually adjusts the length of the seat cushion.

Style XL Topline:

The Style XL Topline model includes each of the premium features offered on the RECARO Style XL.

The Topline model also comes equipped with a full RECARO Climate package with seat heat and

cooling, power seat back adjustment and power seat height adjustment.  

 

RECARO Style XL

RECARO Style XL Topline

Adjustable Back Bolsters

Dual Cell Airmatic Lumbar

System

All mounting hardware is sold separately

Mounting hardware varies based on the vehicle the seat will be

installed

Check with your dealer / installer for fitment and necessary

mounting hardware for your vehicle application

Dimensions in mm

AGR Certified and recommended by the Association Forum Healthy Back /

and Better Living and Federal Association of German Spinal Back Schools.

For more Information on the AGR go to http://www.agr-ev.de/en/


